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Engineering Branch One

St Lucie EEI 98-14-07 Failure to Implement
and Maintain in Effect
Provisions of the NRC
Approved Fire
Protection Program

12/4/1998 4/22/03- This item was not inspected along with the other
open items that were inspected by Paul Fillion during the
recent open items inspection coincident with the STL TFP.
However, some of the inspection that was performed for the
other items can be used in the review of this item. Paul will
work on this item as time allows. 5/30 Paul was removed
from the WB inspection and has been tasked to work on this
item during the June and July (6/2-7/11) 6/18 Paul has
requested information from the licensee, but the licensee has
suggested that the EGM precludes additional review of this
issue. A call to Mark'Salley by Charlie Payne confirms'that.
we should hold off on this, item until after the Sept guidance is
promulgated.. Paul will call the licensee and brief them on
this delay. Paul will review the previously requested
information if the licensee sends it.. 8/26/03 The moratorium
on inspection of associated circuits will be lifted in Jan. Work
will not progress on this item until that time. 11/10/03 It looks-
like the moratorium on associated circuits could remain in
place until June of next year. 1/29104 Tasked Norm to
gather the Info to review this item so that he can take the
lead on it when the moratorium on associated circuits is
lifted.

42/13103

036/04

06/04

Ihformation'iMN Bt'Nas deleted 1
in accordance with the Freedom of Informatlort
Act, exemptions -
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McGuire URI 00-09-02 Potential for 12/15/2000 1/14/03 Bob's work on this issue continues. As discussed 1-2131-/03
Pressurizer PORV above he is working on this issue in concert with -01 and -03.
Actuations This issue is an associated circuits issue, so once the eB3/01-1e

combined risk is understood we will need to revisit how to
proceed. Once the Surry SSDPC letter is promulgated he will O6/O4I84
begin working on this issue again. He can work on this until
-2/27/04. 1122/04 He will complete his preliminary analysis of 1/30/05
this issue next week. 1/29/04 Bob is arranging for a site visit
either next week or the week of 2/16 to gather additional info.
2/24/03 Bob went to the site last week to gather info to work
the fire models and to the Phase 2 SDP analysis. He
confirmed that this was an associated circuits issue.

',However, he is goingto work the fire models and the Phase 2
in anticipation of the moratorium being lifted. 314/04 Based
on Bob's review, this associated circuit issue will remai n
open pending the lifting of the moratorium on associated
circuits.
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Availability of the
Charging Pumps for
Fire Damage to the
Volume Control Tank

1/14/03 Bob's work on this issue continues. He is still
evaluating this required circuits issues in combination with 00-
09-01 and 00-09-03. He believes that when all these issues
are considered together they have the potential to be greater
than green. Once his analysis is complete, a decision on how
best to proceed will be required. Once the Surry SSDPC
letter is promulgated he will begin working on this issue again.
He can work on this until -2/27/04. Considering all these
items together draws in the associated circuit issue of 00-09-
02 and may delay promulgation of the results. 1/22/04 He will
complete his preliminary analysis of this issue next week.
1/29/04 Bob is arranging for a site visit either next week or the
week of 2/16 to gather additional info. 2/24/03 Bob went to
the site last week to gather info to work the fire models and to
the Phase 2 SDP analysis. There is some question as to
whether this issue should be considered and associated
circuit issue since the charging pumps are necessary in
response to the maloperation of an associated circuit. Bob
has been tasked to get up with NRR and figure out if this is an
associated circuits issue. Even if it is he is going to work the
fire models and SDP in anticipation of the SDP being lifted.
3/4/4 Based on his review, Bob has concluded that this
issue is closely related/impacted by an associated circuit
issue,. Hence work on this issue will be started once the
moratorium is lifted.

eeM/0114

06104104

01/30/05

____________ .1. __________________ 1 ________________________ .1 _______________ & I
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URI 00-09-05 Adequacy of
HEMYC Cable Wrap
Fire Barrier
Qualification Tests
and Evaluations to
Scope Installed
Configurations

12/15/2000 4/22103 This issue involves HEMYC wrap which is the
subject of an ongoing NRR initiative. Per the March 4,
2003 Status of Reactor Fire Protection Projects -
February 2003 status report, NRR has transferred this
Issue to Research for tracking. NRR estimates that the
results from this testing program will be available in Mid
2004. 314/04 Bob noted in his review of the other McGuire
items that the temperatures in one of the rooms
containing Hemyc, got to over 3000F. This is in excess
of the temperature at which the material was tested. Bob
is working with Naeem to see if this is a legitimate result
from the fire model.

Mid-Late 2004
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Failure to Meet
Licensee Basis
Commitment for
Staffing the SSF

04/15/03 Charlie Payne will start work on this issue following
his completion of the work on the Summer item above. Work
will probably not commence prior to mid-June. 6/18/03 No
work has started on this item. It will be reviewed following
completion of the Summer item. 7/7/03 Walt indicated that a
key part of resolution of this issue will be tied to another
Oconee item he is working on the pressurizer heaters. He
said that both items involve challenges to the code safety
valves. Walt needs to get up with HQ and decide what
frequency they should use for failure of the relief valves if
challenged. 11/10/03 Mel Shannon has asked to take these
items for the residents to follow up on. This item will no
longer be tracked by DRS. 1/29/04 DRS will again take this
issue. KOD tasked along with Walt to conduct a review of
these items. Given the ongoing TP TFP this inspection will
not start until the week of 2/15/04. 2/24/03 KOD and Walt
completed their inspection of this issue last week. KOD
indicates that Mel's writeup on this issue is pretty complete.
Walt is working on the Phase II Sand will
attempt the Phase IlIl internally. KOD anticipates having this
work complete by 3/5/04. 4/14/03 Walt has forwarded to
KOD his phase 3 analysis indicating that this issue is

KOD needs to review and then-put together a serp
package. ) told A.

4'

& .. . A. L. * -

@9,C--i0
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RR -NM

T. Point URI 02-06-01 Adequacy of SBO 1/3/2003 4/15/03 All four of the SBO open items for TP were reviewed -90 days
Strategy/Analysis and by Walt during a followup inspection. The onsite week was following
Loss of AC Power the week of 2/17/03. Following this, Walt also conducted in - acceptance of
EOPs office inspection of these items. A formal exit of his findings TIA by HQ

was conducted on 4/14. The report for this inspection should
be issued NLT 5/15.

This item will required NRR review of the licensee's themo-
hydraulic calculation completed following the SSDPC
inspection. In addition NRR assistance is required to address
the adequacy of several steps in the licensee's mitigation
strategy. These questions have been formulated in a draft
TIA which is currently being discussed with NRR. Once NRR
agrees to accept the TIA I expect they will be able to answer
the TIA in approximately 90 days. 4/29/03 A TIA, complete
with tracking number was provided to L. Plisco for signature
4/30/03- Loren signed the TIA and provided it to HQ. 7/7/03 1
sent an e-mail to HQ on the status of the TIA. Eva tentatively
anticipates an answer issued by Oct. 11/10/03 Eva indicates
that the TIA response may be delayed until mid Jan-04.
12/18/03 I got an e-mail from Eva indicating that the TIA
response will be delayed until April 04.
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Surry URI 03-07-01 Fire Response
Procedures 1-FCA-
4.00 And 0-FCA-
14.00 Not Adequate
To Assure Safe
Shutdown Of Unit 1

3/31/2003

)S(/
7

71-1 X-

.z

4/18/03 Charlie Payne Is currently developing an SDP analysis to support this issue.
Estimated completion is 519/03. 6/18/03 Charlie is almost complete with the SDP
analysis and anticipates being complete with the sdp this week. 7/03 Charlie has
completed his development of the fire protection SDP for this finding. He will provide
a copy to Walt so that Walt can discuss this item with HO-/contractors during his site
visit to Harris. This item will need to be sent to HO since to perform the Phase IlIl
SDP. 8/26/03 Charlie has concluded his Phase II and concluded that this Issue is
Green. He will develop an Inspection report writeup once his involvement in the BF
inspection Iscomplete. 11/10/03 Charlie has been working on the
BF report. Once that report is issued, he will complete his
writeup of this item. 12/16/03 Charlie is working on the IR
wreup to close this issue. 1/14/04 A SERP was held on this

)ssue oyi-17/04. Charlie is In the process of completing the
inspection report and the letter to the licensee inviting them in
for a regulatory conference. The Unit 1 issue will be
promulgated as a preliminarily White issue and the same
issue on Unit 2 will be promulgated as potentially greater than
Green. We are looking to have the inspection report and
letter out by 1/30/04. 2/2/04 Exited with licensee and Chuck
Casto signed the report. Will need to wait and see if the
licensee wants to have a regulatory conference. 2/24/04 The
licensee has indicated that they want a reg conference 4/1.
Meeting notice promulgated. 4/14/04 The reg conference
was held the licensee was requested to provide
additional info for HQ review of risk. Gathering this info
will probably require 60-9Odays

tiie/ne
+T717 VO/O
61/30/04

1/30/04

I _______________ I __________________
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Inadequate
Separation and
Protection of Cables
Associated With
Redundant Trains of
Instrumentation
Located in the Same
Fire Area

8/26/03 This issue has been assigned to Paul Fillion to
followup on. He has done an initial scoping of this issue and
will get up with the licensee to get their most recent status on
the issue (PIP). He'll start working on this issue in earnest
when he returns from leave. He'll develop an estimate of
work time frames after he looks at the licensee info. 10/21/03
Paul has reviewed this issue and believes that a visit to the
site Is necessary to understand if there is a credible fire
scenario and what equipment would be lost. Tentatively he is
looking at the week of 11/03/03. 11/10/03 Paul conducted a
visit of the site last week and gathered information necessary
to evaluate the potential for a fire.

3/30/04

~~X;_ However,__
.t looks like the cabling in th

(PORV opens) and overfill of a sg., Paul will
wor on evaluating the fire scenario after his work on the
Surry PI&R inspection is complete. He should recommence
work the week of 12/14. He indicated that the licensee has
installed a detector and initiated a fire watch in response to
this condition. 12/16/03 Paul's work on this issue was
delayed as result of his need at the last moment to go in
place of Kirk Maxey on the STL DS inspection 1/14/04 After -
he completes his work on -03. 1/23/04 Informed Paul that
the new order for resolving these will be -06, -05, -02, -03,
then -04. Kirk is helping him with -02

�

101 0 Pa __d
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03-07-03 Use of a Local
Manual Operator
Action in Lieu of
Providing Physical
Protection for Cables
of Redundant Safe
Shutdown Equipment
in Fire Area 16/18

8/26/03 This issue has been assigned to Paul Fillion to
followup on. He has done an initial scoping of this issue and
will get up with the licensee to get their most recent status on
the issue (PIP). He'll start working on this issue in earnest
when he returns from leave. He'll develop an estimate of
work time frames after he looks at the licensee info. 10/21/03
Paul has reviewed this issue and believes that a visit to the
site is necessary to understand if there is a credible fire
scenario and what equipment would be lost. Tentatively he is
looking at the week of 11/03/03. 11/10/03 Paul reviewed this
issue dunna visit tom site last week. He has concluded

ased on his conclusion that the
manual actions are doable. He will complete his writeup of
this issue after his work on the Surry Pl&R inspection is
complete. He should recommence work the week of 12/14.
12/16/03 Paul's work on this issue was delayed as result of
his need at the last moment to go in place of Kirk Maxey on
the STL DS inspection 1/14/03 Paul will work document this
issue after he completes his work on -04. 1/23/04 Informed
Paul that the new order for resolving these will be -06, -
05, -02, -03, then -04. Kirk is helping him with -02

2/28/04

v-5
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'McGuire 03-07-04 Requirements

Relative to the
Number of Spurious
Operations That Must
be Postulated

7/03/3 8/26/03 This issue has been assigned to Paul Fillion to
followup on. He has done an initial scoping of this issue and
will get up with the licensee to get their most recent status on
the issue (PIP). He'll start working on this issue in earnest
when he returns from leave. He'll develop an estimate of
work time frames after he'looks at the licensee info. 10/21/03
Paul has reviewed this issue. It involves a lifting of the Pzr
Porv and spurious opening of the block valve. This would
only last until the SSF is manned and the PZR is failed shut.
This is an associated circuits issue and is on hold pending the
release of the moratorium on associated circuits. However,
there is some info that Paul could gather during a site visit
which would be needed when the moratorium is lifted.
Tentatively he is looking 'at the week"of 11/03/03. 11/10/03
Paul reviewed this issue during his visit to the site last week.
He confirmed that this is indeed an associated circuit issue
and will remain unresolved pending the lifting of the'
moratorium on associated circuit inspection. 12/16/03 Paul's
work on this issue was delayed as result of his need at the
last moment to go in place of Kirk Maxey on the STL DS
inspection 1/14/04 Paul will work on this when he finishes his
work on -06. He will look and see if we can screen this issue
based on the lack of a credible fire scenario. This may avoid
us getting into the associated circuit realm. 1/23/04 Informed
Paul that the new order for resolving these will be -06, -
05, -02, -03, thjen -04. Kirk is helping him with -02

6/04 (Associatec
circuit)
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McGuire 03-07-06 Methods for Reactor 7/03/3 8/26/03 This issue has been assigned to Paul Plillion to foilowup on. He has done an 2/28/04
Coolnt Ssteminitial scoping of this issue and will get up with the licensee to get their most recentCoolnt Sstemstatus on the issue (PIP). He'll start working on this Issue in earnest when he returns

Pressure Control from leave. He ll develop an estirnate of work time frames after he looks at the
3uin SF Operation licensee info. 10/21/03 Paul has asked the licensee for additional informatlon on thisDuringissue. He will continue his review of this when he gets the information. 11110/03

Paul indicated that he reviewed this Itern during his visit to the site last week. He
Indicated that the licensee does not have a strong confidence that 70KW of heaters
is sufficient to rnaintain a bubbie In the pzr. The lIcensee does have procedural
guidance to allow them to go solid. Paul will discuss this item with the licensee and
ensure that they have entered this Issue Into their corrective action program.
Additional work on this issue will be delayed until after his work on the Surry PI&R
inspection Is complete. He restart work on this not eariler that 12/14. 12/16/03 Paul's
work on this issue was delayed as result of his need at the last moment to go In
place of Kirk MaxS y on the YTL 05 Inspection. 1114/04 Paul Is activelywortdng on this. Ha Is
reviewing the licensee's calculation at heat loss from the pressurizer to detemine It adequate pzr heater

. . capability exists. 1/23t/4 Informed Paul that the new order for resoMog these will be -06. -05. -02,.*O3, then -04.
. iKirit is hetping him with .02. 2/6/04 Paul has reviewed the licensee's calculation and test results for the heater

n capacity. He has also discussed the themal perlormance of the Insulation with the nenufacturer. He has a
. . . .request In to the licensee to see It they have the original thermal performance characteristics of the pzr tram the

. . , manul. I stressed to him my desires to not ccnfirm everything, Independently verily some lItens. 2/24/04
Pauls work on this has been slowPed by his need toaperform
C an SDP forf thesTPsfinding e thinks he can get back to this
later this week. However, he still has some questions on the
thermal performance of the insulation. 3/18/04 Paul had just
about completed his work on this but the licensee has
indicated that they are going to go back and reperform their
calculations on the thermal performance of the Pzr insulation.
Our work on this Item is on hold pending the licensee's
re__ _ _ _ngthcompletaon of their calculation.
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03-06-001 Fire Response
Procedure 2-FCA-2
Not Adequate To
Assure Safe
Shutdown Of Unit 2

7/02/03 8/26/03 1 asked Reinaldo to attempt to work the sdp for these
items. Gerry and Charlie will provide backup assistance.
10/21 Met with Gerry and Reinaldo. Reviewed the status of
the items. Not much work has been accomplished. They will
call the residents and get info on control room. The will start
next week In earnest on the items. 11/20/03 The Phase II
SDP should be completed by tomorrow. Reinaldo will begin
writing this item up next week. He should finish the writeup
by 11/28. 12/16/03The preliminarywriteup forthis issue has
been reviewed by the BC and is ready to be incorporated into
the final report. This report will be delayed until after the
Phase 3 is completed on URI 03-006-02 12/18103 Phase 3
sent to HQ. 4/14/04 The site visit by the contractors will
be the week of May 25.

2/28/04
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North 03-06-002 Alternate Shutdown 7/02/03 8/26/03 1 asked Reinaldo to attempt to work the sdp for these 12/01/03
Anna Panel Ventilation items. Gerry and Charlie will provide backup assistance.

System Not 10/21 Met with Gerry and Reinaldo. Reviewed the status of 2/28/04
Independent from the items. Not much work has been accomplished. They will
Impacts of a Main call the residents and get info on control room. The will start
Control Room Fire next week in earnest on the items. 11/10/03 Gerry and

Reinaldo have started on this item. Preliminarily they have
concluded that the control room is very similar to Surry and it
is likely that a similar result will be obtained from the fire
models as was obtained from the analysis of this issue at
Surry. 11/18/03 The minor questions have been answered
for this item and the phase two will start next week. Gerry is
shooting to have this item to me during the week of 12/15.
12/16/03 A draft Phase 2 has been developed by Gerry and
reviewed by the team leader, SRA: and BC. Gerry and the
team leader should complete their work on this item this week
and get the Phase 2 to walt by 12/19 1/14/04 This has been
determined to be a Green NCV. A draft writeup has been
prepared and will be promulgated when the Phase IlIl is
returned from HQ for 03-06-01. . -
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Concerns Associated
with Potential
Opening of SRVs

9/30/03 Caswell has provided a SDP Phase 1 and Hatch
TFPI Minor Question Worksheet. They look acceptable.
He has started working on the NA SSDPC inspection, so his
work on the Phase II will be delayed until after this inspection.
10/21/03 Hatch wrote a letter denying this URI as well as two
of the three NCVs from the report. After the NA SSDPC
Caswell will begin in earnest responding to this issue. This
particular URI will probably requrie a TIA. 10/01/03 Hatch
denied the NCVs in this report and requested that the URIs
be withdrawn. Additional info has been requested from Hatch
to evaluate this request. 12/16/03 1 informed the Hatch
licensee that we do not agree with their contentions in the
letter that they only need to consider a'single hot short, nor
that a circuit for' an SRV can be associated and required. As
such we'are going to progress with the SOP. Caswell,
Randy, and Gerry are going to go to Hatch on 12/18 to gather
info to work the fire model and build a credible fire scenario.
1/14/04 The arrangement of the fire source is too complicated
'to allow processing it through the fire models provided in the
NUREG. Data on the room, the target, and the oil sump has
been provided to HQ to allow them to work this in their fire
models. Pending completion of this item work on the Phase II
is being held in abeyance. 2/5/04 On 1/28 we received a
response from HQ- they have run the info through C-Fast and
predicted cable damage. Yesterday Caswell requested
additional info from Southern on the cables contained in the
cable trays which can be damaged. 4/14/04 Caswell has
recv'd the requested cable routing Info for the equipment
credited in the Phase 2. In addition he was tasked to try

2/28/e4

3/19/04

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ~~ ~ ~~ ~~~I _ _ _ _ _ _ j _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ I _ _ _ _ _ J _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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-,Hatch 03-06-02 Untimely and
Unapproved Manual
Operator Action for
Post-Fire SSD

09/01/2003 9/30/03 Caswell has provided a SDP Phase 1 and Hatch
TFPI Minor Question Worksheet. They look acceptable.
He has started working on the NA SSDPC inspection, so his
work on the Phase II will be delayed until after this inspection.
10/01/03 Hatch denied the NCVs in this report and requested
that the URIs be withdrawn. Additional info has been
requested from Hatch to evaluate this request.12/16/03 I
informed the Hatch licensee that we do not agree with their
contentions in the letter that they only need to consider a
single hot short, nor that a circuit for an SRV can be
associated and required. As such we are going to progress
with the SbP. Caswell, Randy, and Gerry are going to go to
Hatch on 12/18 to gather info to work the fire model and build
a credible fire scenario. 1/14/04 The arrangement of the fire
source is too complicated to allow processing it through the
fire models provided in the NUREG. Data on the room, the
target, and the oil sump" has' been provided to HQ to allow
them to work this in their fire models. Pending completion of
this item work on the Phase II is being held in abeyance.
2/5/04 On 1/28 we received a response from HQ- they have
run the info through C-Fast and predicted cable damage.
Yesterday Caswell requested additional info from Southern on
the cables contained in the cable trays which can be
damaged. 4/14/04 Caswell has recv'd the requested
cable routing info for the equipment credited in the
Phase 2.' In addition he was tasked to try and determine
the significance of all the SRVs opening and the
suppression pool heatup on the of the core spray
system. He will w ork on this next'week when he returns

21a8103

3/19/04
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03-08-01 Fire Response
Procedures 2-FCA-
4.00 And 0-FCA-
'14.00' Not Adequate
,To Ensure Safe--
Shutdown Of Unit 2

A4V-

Fire Emiergency
Procedure Potentially
Not Adequate to
Ensure RCP Integrity

2/2/04 2/2/04 This is a potentially greater than green URI that was
opened in the choice letter/inspection report to document.
whether the same issue exists on Unit 2. This issue will be
resolved following the Reg Conf (if held) along with the unit 1
finding. 4/14/03 The reg conference was held the licensee
was requested to provide additional info for HO review of
risk. Gathering this info will probably require 60-9Odays

2/27/04

2/5104 Opened to document concern with seal loca
scenario. Additional inspection will be performed on this
issue during the Summer TFP Inspection.

04-06-01 Adequacy of Plant
Design Basis
Documents ,and
Performance of
Contactors in Safety-
related MOV Starters
Under Minimum
Design Voltage
Conditions .

3/18/04
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04-07-01 Failure to Prevent 3/26/04'
Spurious Operation of
Valve MOV-4-626 For
a Severe Fire in 4B/
4160 V Switchgear
Room

04-07-02 Local Manual
Operator Actions to
Protect RCP Seal
Package Cooling Not
Timely .__

04-07-03 Local Manual
:pr Ope'rator Actions'Not
Evaluated for Loss of
Security Card Key
Access For a Severe
Fire in 4B 4160 V
Switchgear Room

04-07-04 Inadequate Concrete
Curb Height and
Volume for the Unit 4
Generator Hydrogen
and Seal Oil Unit Oil-
Retention Basin
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04-07-05 Failure to Prevent
Spurious Operation of
Charging Pump
Suction From RWST
Valves LCV-3-11 5B
and LCV-4-115B

04-07-06 Local Manual
Operator Actions to
Protect RCP Thermal
Barrier Cooling
Valves MOV-3-71 6A
and MOV-4-71 6A For
Control Room
Evacuation Not
Timely

04-07-07 Local Manual
Operator Actions For
Control Room
Evacuation Not
Evaluated for
Availability of Security
Support .
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[mif I .*PO1E 1ROS1l3Ei DA
TP 04-07-08 Potentially

Inadequate Ionization
,, Smoke Detector

,Installation in the 4B
4160 V Switchgear
Room4

Engineering Branch Two

Oconee 3 LER 01 -01 -00* Reactor Pressure 4/18/2001 Conduct an in-office review and close. Document in next the
Vessel Head Leakage Inspection Report.

Due to Swtrhess:

iniern Corrosio Twok .

Oconee 2 LER 01 -02-00 Reactor Pressure 6/25/2001 Awaiting NRR guidance on how to process risk significance
Vessel Head Leakage
Due to Stress
Corrosion Cracks

C. River LER 01-04-00 Reactor Pressure 11/28/2001 Assigned to DRP; Awaiting NRR guidance on how to process
Vessel Head Leakage risk significance
Due to CRDM Cracks

Surry 1 LER 01 -03-00 NRC BU 2001-01 12/19/2001 Assigned to DRP; Awaiting NRR guidance on how to process
Inspection of Surry 1 risk significance
Reactor Pressure
Vessel Head
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W-z8? O RS11
N. Anna 2 LER 01-03-00 Reactor Vessel Head 1/8/2002 Assigned to DRP; Awaiting NRR guidance on how to process

Nozzle Through-wall risk significance
Leakage due to Lack
of Weld Fusion

Oconee 3 LER 01 -03-00 Minor Reactor Vessel 1/9/2002 Assigned to DRP; Awaiting NRR guidance on how to process
Head Leakage from risk significance
Several CRDMs

Oconee 1 LER 02-03-00 Minor Reactor 5/22/2002 Assigned to DRP; Awaiting NRR guidance on how to process
Pressure Vessel risk significance
Head Leakage Due to

______;_Primary Water Stress

Oconee 1 URI 02-02-03 Reactor Pressure 7/25/2002 Awaiting NRR guidance on how to process risk significance
Boundary Leakage
During Operation

Catawba URI 02-07-01 Nuclear Service 9/21/2002
Water Min Wall
Evaluation

N. Anna 2 LER 02-01-00 Reactor Vessel Head 11/6/2002 Conduct an in-office review and close. Document in the next
Leakage Due to Hot inspection report.
Short Cracking and
PWSCC .
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For Cause Testing,
1 OCFR26.24(a)(3)

Review Target Set
Vulnerabilities,

Failure of Respiratory
protection program to
include demonstration
of proficiency (SCBA)

I 10/28/2002

Failure to For Cause
Test an Individual

. ,

URI 02-03-02-
A m ., II I .. , _e -

Failure of SCBA
training Program

-4

LER 02-S02-00 Uncontrolled
Safeguards
Information

[CM Order
Compliance

Inadequate ICM
Implementation
ICM B.1.a

Inadequate ICM
Implementation
ICM B.2.b
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. of URI 03-06-03 Inadequate ICM 2/21/2003
Implementation
ICM B.5.b

LER 03-01 -00 Unescorted Access 3/17/2003 Assigned to DRP,
Inappropriately
Approved

LER 03-03-00 Unescorted Access 3/26/2003 Assigned to DRP,
Inappropriately

l___ _ _Approved . .
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